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They’re ruthless. And brutal. Deceptive, malicious and sadistic, too.

'Bull': 'A tragedy hilariously told'
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The three central characters from 'Bull,' opening Friday at The Know. / Provided

Written by
David Lyman
Enquirer contributor
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Clearly, the characters that populate, “Bull,” which opens Friday at
The Know Theatre, are not the nicest bunch.

“But this is a comedy,” insists Dylan Shelton, who plays Thomas,
one of the play’s three central characters. He reconsiders. “Maybe
dark comedy is a better description. Or drama.”

Or maybe, says Eric Vosmeier, the Know’s producing artistic
director, it doesn’t really make a difference what you call it.

“I think there is a whole lot of contemporary work that doesn’t fit into
any of those traditional categories. And ‘Bull’
– how about saying it’s a tragedy hilariously
told?”

Maybe. But one thing is for sure. Some of
the play is so harsh, so hard to watch that it’s
good that it only lasts 45-50 minutes. But
Vosmeier is right – you will laugh.

“It’s like some of those sitcoms,” Vosmeier said. “People do terrible
things to one another. But it’s very funny.”

The gist of “Bull,” written by prolific British playwright Mike Bartlett,
is simple; three colleagues are competing for two jobs. But this is
no civilized office drama. Two characters, convinced they’re shoo-
ins for the jobs, begin to tease the third, trying to undermine his
confidence. At first, it’s thoughtlessness. But as the play
progresses, the mind games become more personal, more savage,
more cruel.

Kate Glasheen plays Isobel, one of the two who taunts and bullies
Shelton’s character.

“She’s awful,” Glasheen said of her character. “If there were an
Isobel in my workplace, I would avoid her like the plague.” That
said, Glasheen admits that she adores playing the role. “Being evil
never felt so good.”

Not that she has the stomach for such things herself. She recalls
the toll a particularly ugly management style took on her earlier in
her life.

“No matter what you said, the president of the company would
always turn the tables on you. He’d ask how you were. And if you
said ‘I’m fine – keeping up with everything” he’d turn it on you.
‘Well, don’t you have enough work? Are you screwing around?’ You
never knew where you stood. He wanted to pit people against one
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